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INTRODUCTION
by LEONARD WOLF

B

ram Stoker's novel Dracula appeared in 1897, one hundred years ago.
Since its publication, the book has never been out of print and its title
character, Count Dracula, has become an icon of terror familiar to many
millions of people. All the world knows the count's name and for what
he is famous. He has lost his status as a character in a work of fiction
and has become instead a figure embedded in our subconscious.
Perhaps because Stoker's Dracula evolved into such a mythic figure,
subsequent writers of vampire fiction have failed to invent a character of
comparable grandeur. Regardless of the explanation, there have been very
few vampire novels of distinction published since 1897; of more than one
hundred fifty, only a handful is of literary merit.
That handful includes George Sylvester Viereck's House of the Vampire
(1907), Dion Fortune's The Demon Lover (1927), Richard Matheson's I
Am Legend (1954), Theodore Sturgeon's Some of Your Blood (1961),
Raymond Rudorff's The Dracula Archives (1971), Fred Saberhagen's The
Dracula Tapes (1975), Stephen King's Salem's Lot (1975), Anne Rice's
Interview with the Vampire (1976), Chelsea Quinn Yarbro's Hotel Transylvania (1977), Tanith Lee's Sabella or the Bloodstone (1980), Suzy
McKee Charnas's The Vampire Tapestry (1980), and Whitley Strieber's
The Hunger (1981).
Of that small list*, the works that most engage our attention are those
by Stephen King, Anne Rice, Suzy McKee Charnas, Tanith Lee, and Chelsea Quinn Yarbro, all of whom are included in this anthology.
King, author of a single vampire novel (Salem's Lot], has won a loyal
and enormous following with his compelling plots and unpretentious style.
Rice has created a five-volume series of vampire novels, the Vampire
Chronicles, in which she develops a kind of epic vampire theogony. Her
lush prose and polymorphous eroticism have enchanted millions of readers. Both writers are monuments on the horror fiction scene.
Charnas and Lee are both accomplished prose stylists. In Charnas's
work, the idea of the vampire transcends its usual limitations as an armature for a horror fiction, becoming (as it does, for example, in J. Sheridan
Le Fanu's Carmilla) a means of investigating the most dangerous, if also
the most exalting, of human experiences: being in love. In Lee's hands,
vampire fiction can feel darkly sumptuous even as it is curiously otherworldly, sweetly dreamlike.
''Derived from the chronological list in V is for Vampire (Plume, 1996).
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Yarbro created Count Saint-Germain, the noblest of the sympathetic
vampires who began to appear in fiction in the 1970s. Saint-Germain, the
hero of Hotel Transylvania, is a model of decency, grace, and intelligence.
He is also a superb lover who, in his long life, has learned erotic secrets
that render his lovers (they are not exactly his victims) weak with gratitude
for his attentions. He is a rather wonderful mix of the Scarlet Pimpernel—
heroic, witty, wise, distinguished, and dedicated to doing good—and the
demon lover for whom women, in fiction at least, are presumed to be
wailing endlessly.
If the writers of vampire novels have not, by and large, produced works
of real literary merit, short story writers in this century have produced a
rich array of vampire fiction, as the stories collected here demonstrate.
Before turning our attention to these stories, I want to deal with a
literary critical—and perhaps psychological—problem that has vexed me
for more than three decades: What is there about the image of the vampire
that makes it such a singularly attractive genre to twentieth-century readers and moviegoers? If we look at popular culture fiction, what do we
see? In murder mysteries, we are interested in variations on the "who
done it?" theme. In sword-and-sorcery fiction, the interplay of derring-do
and the supernatural holds our interest. In the so-called women's Gothic
fiction (the bodice-rippers), the pulsing eroticism beneath the story line
draws in the reader. And in mainstream horror, the reader's interest is
focused on the variety of gruesome ways in which human lives are threatened, tormented, or ended.
But vampire fiction, which has elements of all the above genres, exerts
an amazing pull on readers for a reason that we may find disturbing.
To begin with, any vampire fiction has blood as its primary metaphor.
As the mad Renfield in Stoker's Dracula says, quoting the Bible, "The
blood is the life," a fact impressed upon any of us who have ever bled
or seen someone else bleed copiously. Beyond that, as Havelock Ellis
explained long ago, "There is scarcely any natural object with so profoundly emotional an effect as blood."*
Over the eons, blood has acquired a variety of social meanings. The
Bible memorializes the first shedding of human blood in the story of Cain
and Abel. A bond of blood, as between members of different clans, stands
for close relationship, for brother- or sisterhood. We say of particularly
cruel people that they are bloodthirsty. There are cultures in which menstrual blood is regarded as taboo and others in which it is supposed to
bring good luck. Folk tradition has it that pacts with the devil must be
signed in blood. In the Catholic Christian tradition, there is the profound
mystery of the salvational power of wine transubstantiated into the blood
of Christ.
"Studies in the Psychology of Sex, Second edition, Vol. 3 (F. A. Davis Inc., 1927).
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Blood can also represent our identity. Speaking proudly of a child or a
grandchild, we say, "My blood flows in his or her veins."
Some years ago, I thought I had a key to the power of the vampire
image. In an essentially sociological reading of Stoker's Dracula, I was
willing to believe that the vampire count stood for the modern industrialized world's fascination with "energy without grace, power without responsibility."* I saw in Dracula a symbol of the unbridled, and often
exploitative expansion in the twentieth century of industrialism and the
factory system. The phrase "energy without grace" referred to the contemporary tendency to admire vitality for its own sake, regardless of its intended use.
When America was still involved in the war in Vietnam I had no trouble
seeing in Dracula an apt symbol of that disastrous and bloody conflict. It
seemed to me, too, that Dracula stood for the American fixation on youth
and for our well-known unwillingness to confront the reality of our
own death.
I have not entirely abandoned such views, but now the appeal of vampire imagery to me seems less global and more personal. Contemporary
readers and filmgoers are drawn to vampire imagery because it speaks to
them about deeply inner (and especially sexual) temptations and doubts.
The point is—and in recent years, it has been made again and again by
many commentators on the genre—that the blood exchange represents
every variety of sexual union: men with women, men with men, fathers
with daughters, mothers with sons, women with women. Moreover, the
vampire's embrace is perceived as an intimate entry. In Stoker's novel, the
innocent Lucy, "vampirized" by Dracula, acquires the looks and manners
of a sexually experienced whore. Even the blood donations Lucy gets from
the male heroes are perceived by the donors as making them, in a sense,
Lucy's husbands. And, when Dracula takes Mina Harker's blood and
forces her to drink his, he uses the language of the marriage ceremony:
"She is blood of my blood, flesh of my flesh." Because she has Dracula's
blood in her veins, Mina has a psychic bond with him, enabling her to
guide his enemies to him.
In addition to the erotic implications of the blood exchange, vampire
fiction has psychological and spiritual meanings as well. In nineteenthcentury stories (especially in Stoker's novel), the vampire's victim is spiritually tainted because the vampire is defined as a creature of the devil.
Stoker's Dracula, when we first meet him, is a loathsome, white-haired
old man with bad breath and hair on the palms of his hands. He recaptures his youth and sustains his immortality by drinking the blood of his
victims. In twentieth-century fiction, particularly that written in the second
half of the century, the religious content of the imagery has progressively
"Wolf, Leonard. A Dream of Dracula (Potter, 1992).
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diminished, and the vampire, more and more frequently, is seen as a thief
of psychological energy rather than as a threat to the immortal soul.
Not only have late-twentieth-century vampires been secularized, but
they have also been more and more explicitly eroticized. The vampires
imagined for us by writers like Rice and Yarbro and filmmakers like
Francis Ford Coppola are handsome, youthful, romantic, and sensuous.
I have begun to think, too, that the vampire embrace fascinates latetwentieth-century readers because of the gracefulness with which it is
usually depicted. One thinks of the dreamlike stillness of the vampire's
lovemaking. A vampire bends over his or her victim; there is a not particularly painful little bite, and the victim's face takes on a look of bliss. How
different—and to some readers, how soothingly different—that is from
the usual, and essentially awkward, tumults of sex.
Finally, there is the special meaning that the vampire idea has acquired
in our minds since the coming of AIDS. Because it is a blood-transmitted
disease, AIDS has re-emphasized the ways in which blood, sex, and death
are linked, giving an additional meaning to our reading of vampire fiction.
The vampire was seen simply as a monster who could endanger a victim's
life and taint his or her immortal soul. Now, in the age of AIDS, the
blood exchange between vampire and victim, still deadly, has the new
and very modern implication of a death preceded by a lingering and incurable disease.
Stories about vampires existed long before Stoker. There is a vampire
episode in Lucius Apuleius's The Golden Ass, a second-century Latin classic, and there is no dearth of vampire folklore in Europe. It was not,
however, until the nineteenth century that The Vampyre, the first vampire
novel in English, appeared. The Vampyre, by John Polidori, an ambivalent
friend, traveling companion, and physician of George Gordon, Lord
Byron, was written in answer to a challenge Byron made to his guests in
the Villa Diodati on a rainy summer evening in Geneva in 1816. Those
guests included Polidori, Percy Bysshe Shelley, and Mary Shelley, all of
whom Byron challenged to write a ghost story. Byron himself never wrote
more than a fragment. Percy Shelley did not make the attempt. Mary
Shelley's response to the challenge was the novel Frankenstein.
Polidori's The Vampyre appeared in 1821 and had an impact, particularly on the European stage, far beyond its apparent merit. Polidori's
vampire is Lord Ruthven (a thinly disguised Byron), a pallid English nobleman who befriends a young gentleman named Aubrey. Ruthven "vampirizes" Aubrey's sister even as Aubrey—bound by an oath not to reveal for
a year what he knows about Ruthven—is unable to save his sister from
her fate. Since neither Aubrey nor his sister are characters with much
individuality or vitality, and since the plot of the novel turns on Aubrey's
keeping a ridiculous promise, one can only be surprised at the story's
durability in theaters on the Continent in the first half of the nineteenth
century.
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The next major fictional vampire character to appear in print was Varney the Vampyre (1847), for a long time attributed to Thomas Preskett
Prest but actually written by James Malcolm Rymer. Although excessively
long and frequently ridiculous, the novel is dear to my heart. I am enchanted by the author's endlessly ingenious wordiness, and by the novel's
almost infinite number of subplots.
Rymer's prose is high pitched and breathless. We have helpless heroines
and a "tall, gaunt figure in hideous relief ... a long, gaunt hand which
seems utterly destitute of flesh . . . the figure turns half around ... it is
perfectly white—perfectly bloodless . . . her beautiful rounded limbs
quivered ... he seizes her neck in his fang-like teeth—a gush of blood,
and a hideous sucking noise follows. . . ."* Readers of Rymer's prose
must be endlessly patient and tolerant of drawn-out suspense. The bloodthirsty Varney is as memorable as he is unbelievable. But here, unlike the
more well-known Dracula, there is some sympathy for the vampire.
From the unintentionally comic and seemingly endless pages of Varney
the Vampyre, we move next to J. Sheridan Le Fanu's 1872 novella Carmilla, a superbly literate, beautifully crafted story by a man who, like
Stoker, was an Irishman. The vampire in Carmilla is a woman, as are her
victims. This fact has led many readers, critics among them, to conclude
that this is a novella whose primary focus is lesbianism. I do not share
that view. I am convinced that the power and the literary value of Le
Fanu's story lies in its study of the fragility of human love. Of course,
there is a deep undercurrent of Eros in this story, as there is in all love
stories. But Le Fanu's focus is on the tragic fact that betrayal, too, is an
essential element in love—not on the fact that the vampire's victim is a
woman. As Carmilla describes it, "as I draw near to you, you, in your
turn, will draw near to the others, and learn the rapture of that cruelty,
which yet is love. . . ."
The next novel to appear was Stoker's, in 1897. When I describe Count
Dracula as "embedded in our subconscious," I may, without intending it,
seem to imply that the novel alone broadcast the image of the count to
the world. That is not what happened.
Stoker's novel, conceived originally as a "shilling shocker," did not
reveal to its first readers the layers of meaning that late-twentieth-century
critics have since found in it, and which have made subsequent readers
acknowledge the novel's greatness. Read only for its plot, as it originally
was, Dracula is still a first-rate adventure tale in which a group of devoted
and high-minded heroes pursue and finally destroy an evil Transylvanian
creature of the night who menaces British womanhood. Stoker added to
that plotline another not particularly complicated element. The antagonist,
Count Dracula, is depicted as a satanic creature, the Primal Dragon, and
*Varma, Devendra P., ed. Varney the Vampyre (Ayer, 1972).
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his pursuers as a sort of composite St. George doing battle with the
dragon.
Stoker did not attempt anything like character analysis. His characters
are two dimensional, his humor is a step above music-hall comedy, his
heroes are heroic, his women are beautiful and good (until Dracula taints
their purity). Dracula himself is a minion of Satan and is wholly villainous.
On the other hand, Stoker—who spent most of his adult life in the
service of Sir Henry Irving, England's most famous actor, and who heard
fine stage prose being spoken almost daily—had an ear for high-sounding
speech, which he imitated with considerable success in Dracula. He was
served by his slight knowledge of the historical Vlad Tepes, a fifteenthcentury Transylvanian tyrant whose cruelties are notorious. He had also
read a wonderful travel book by an Englishwoman named Emily Gerard,
The Land Beyond the Forest (1888), in which he found most of the
vampire lore he used in Dracula.
Stoker also possessed an extraordinarily lucid vision of the psychological implications of his central metaphor. I do not say he understood them.
To see clearly is not the same as to understand what one sees. Stoker's
story, as he gave it to us, has left us wrestling ever since with its varied
meanings.
Though Dracula in its time sold reasonably well, it did not become a
best-seller until after Stoker's death. However, it was films based on Stoker's book, that eventually made Dracula a household word.
It should not surprise us that films based on Stoker's novel have never
been faithful to his text. Stoker's story, though it makes for dramatic
reading, has far too many characters and far too many incidents to sustain
a filmgoer's interest for very long. In any case, film fiction is not the same
art form as print fiction. Film has to show what a print reader can imagine. We need not then grade our film versions of the Dracula story on
whether they are or are not faithful to the book.
The German film Nosferatu (1922), made by Prana Films, is a pirated,
thinly disguised version of Stoker's story. F. W. Murnau, the film's director, believed that by making superficial changes to the names of Stoker's
characters, he could appropriate the story. An outraged Florence Stoker
sued and eventually prevailed in the German courts, which ruled that
all copies of the film were to be destroyed. Fortunately for us, some
copies survived.
In Murnau's silent film, the vampire is seen as a caricature of a monster.
Max Schreck, the actor who plays Count Orlock, the vampire, is given
the pointed ears of an animal, long fingernails, a face with hideously
distorted features, and glazing eyes. If he resembles any literary character
at all, it is Varney the Vampyre, but in fact he is simply meant to look
like a monster.
Nosferatu, despite the deficiencies of comparatively primitive filmmaking technology, is one of the world's greatest horror films. The sequences
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in which Orlock appears feel like authentic transcriptions from nightmares. The climactic scene in which Orlock comes to "vampirize" Nina
(Mina Harker in Stoker's Dracula) is terrifying in the extreme and, as in
Stoker's Dracula, has religious implications, as Nina assumes the role of
a sacrificial figure who will die for the sake of humanity.
Although Nosferatu is indeed frightful, it would be nearly ten years
before the film appeared that would give the world the Dracula it would
never forget.
In 1931, Universal Pictures released Tod Browning's Dracula with Bela
Lugosi in the title role. The film, based on the Hamilton Dean/John Balderston stage play adaptation of the novel rather than on the novel itself,
is marred by comic interludes meant to appeal to theater audiences. I have
taken critical potshots at this poorly edited film in my time, but despite
its jerky pacing and wooden performances by David Manners (John
Harker), Helen Chandler (Mina Harker), and Frances Dade (Lucy Weston
[sic]), it is still, because of the unsurpassed achievements of Lugosi as
Dracula and Dwight Frye as Renfield, the most memorable Dracula yet
made. Lugosi's face and accent will spring to mind whenever the name
Dracula is mentioned. With this film began the mythologizing of the name
Dracula. Who can ever forget Lugosi's magisterial "I do not drink . . .
wine," or his "Listen to them, children of the night. What music they
make"?
The Lugosi film created for us the Dracula we now experience as an
archetype: the vampire in tie and tails who is a supremely civilized yet
unmistakably feral being who can be drawing-room charming but may
also take on the guise of a bat or a wolf. Always he (or she) is an
irrepressible force whose dynamic energy is profoundly attractive.
That attraction has been presented to us on screen in a variety of guises.
Christopher Lee's Dracula in the English Hammer Films productions of
the late 1950s and 1960s is cold, aloof, immobile, and implicitly violent.
Gloria Holden's title role in Dracula's Daughter (1936) is brooding, anguished, and profoundly dangerous. Frank Langella's theatrical Dracula
(1979) is playful, witty, charming, and utterly cuddly. John Carradine, in
Billy the Kid versus Dracula (1965), is as funny as the characters who
appear in opera bouffe, while William Marshall, in the exploitation film
Blacula (1972), is dignified and dynamic with the look in his eyes of a
man who has suffered an incurable inner wound. Gary Oldman, in Francis
Ford Coppola's Bram Stoker's Dracula (1992), had the difficult task of
playing several roles in that film: the fierce fifteenth-century warrior Vlad
Tepes, the aged nineteenth-century Count Dracula, the blood-revivified
youthful count, and, at intervals, the demonic version of that self.
I have described at length the part that the film industry has played in
the development of our ideas about vampires because, since 1922, the
eroticism of the vampire embrace has been rendered in film more and
more explicitly; and, almost as a corollary, the vampires themselves have
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been reimagined for us as sympathetic creatures: as Byronic heroes, as
admirable outlaws, as heroic antagonists of God himself.
That tectonic moral shift in the perception of vampires on movie screens
has had its impact on the vampire fiction that has appeared in print. The
distance between Stoker's conception of his evil Count Dracula and
Yarbro's elegant, fastidious, and admirable Count Saint-Germain is exemplary. For Stoker, Dracula, an unmitigatedly evil creature in the service
of the devil, preyed not only upon Christian lives but also on Christian
souls. Saint-Germain, who actually wears a cross, is infinitely wise and
decent. If Dracula eroticizes women to procure their damnation, SaintGermain does the same to give them supreme pleasure.
In a century in which God and Satan have become increasingly irrelevant in the popular arts, there has been an accompanying secularization
of the vampire idea. There has been a shift in interest on the part of
readers and filmgoers. While in the earlier books and films the vampire's
victim suffered from his or her embrace, in more recent works the focus
is on the erotic sensuality of the embrace. Death may be the result but,
as in Coppola's film interpretation of Stoker, it is a small price to pay for
the ecstasy and the immortal life and youth that is the vampire's gift. Not
surprisingly, for hasty readers and filmgoers, the grace of God is less
appealing than a sublimely sensual passion.
The stories in this collection were selected with two goals in mind: first,
to give readers as much pleasure as a single anthology can be expected
to provide; second, to display the evolutionary shift in the treatment of
the vampire.
Though literary theory is not my strong point, that has not kept me
from noticing that the tales can fall into six descriptive categories. But a
reader should be warned: categories are rhetorical devices, useful in making suggestive distinctions. The reader should not be surprised that one
or another of the tales in this book could fall into a category other than
the one to which it is assigned. For instance, "Shambleau," by C. L.
Moore, could easily fit in any of four categories: The Classic Adventure
Tale, the Psychological Vampire, the Science Fiction Vampire, or the NonHuman Vampire. But Moore was chiefly a science fiction writer, so I feel
most comfortable calling her tale science fiction.
The categories, then, are:
• The Classic Adventure Tale, for which the narrative line of Stoker's
novel is the model. In such tales, the tension of the plot derives from the
antagonism that exists between the entirely evil vampire and the good
people on whom he or she intends to feed. The designated victims, singly
or with help, fight back and are usually triumphant. Examples include
"The Blood Is the Life," by F. Marion Crawford, and the excerpt from
Stephen King's Salem's Lot.
* The Psychological Vampire. This category, it should be noted, does
not appear as a distinct genre until the mid-twentieth century, the age of
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Freud. In the tales under this rubric, the word "vampire" is more nearly
a metaphor than it is a literal description of the antagonist. The vampires
in these stories do not drink blood. Instead, they are thieves of energy. In
Mary E. Wilkins-Freeman's "Luella Miller," Luella literally, without turning a hand, drives those who help her into early graves.
• The Science Fiction Vampire. In this category, the stories take place
within a recognizable science fiction ambiance: time travel, intergalactic
voyages, genetic mutations, chemical constructs. Often such stories, lacking psychological or allegorical resonance, are, from a fictional point of
view, comparatively weak. Both C. L. Moore's "Shambleau" and Suzy
McKee Charnas's "Unicorn Tapestry" are powerful exceptions to that
rule. "Shambleau" renders, almost unbearably, the "slimy, dreadful, and
wet" physical attraction of monstrous couplings, while "Unicorn Tapestry" focuses on the intellectual attraction of the vampire.
• The Non-Human Vampire. Stories in which non-human vampires
appear normally do not inspire much reader sympathy; low-grade humor
is what such stories usually achieve. It is hard to care for the fortunes of
cat-vampires, dog-vampires, plant-vampires, rabbit-vampires, or, as in one
amazing comic book, a cow-vampire. For Blood Thirst, however, I have
gathered tales of non-human vampires that outwit this general principle,
such as Hanns Heinz Ewers's "The Spider" and Tanith Lee's "Bite-MeNot or, Fleur de Feu." In "The Spider," the mimetic gestures that the
vampire and her victim exchange between their facing windows become
a hypnotic ballet performance whose graceful form adds horror to the
tale. With "Bite-Me-Not . . ." it is Lee's suave and romantic prose that
gives the story depth.
• The Comic Vampire. One would suppose that it would be hard to
find humor in a genre of fiction in which blood drinking is a central
theme. Still, there are vampire jokes and there have been a considerable
number of quite funny vampire films. Not the least among them are The
Fearless Vampire Killers (1967) and Love at first Bite (1979), which spoof
both vampirism and the shibboleths of the Love Generation. Then too,
Abbott and Costello have exploited vampirism for such laughs as they
could get. In this anthology there are some funny short stories, such as
filmmaker Woody Allen's "Count Dracula" and Frederic Brown's
"Blood."
• Finally, we have The Heroic Vampire. The tales in this category, like
those listed as Psychological Vampire stories, are latecomers to the vampire fiction scene. Here we have the diametric opposite of Stoker, with
the vampire no longer representing absolute evil. Instead, the reader is
meant to sympathize with the creature. We have Edward Bryant's "Good
Kids," Anne Rice's "The Master of Rampling Gate," and the tale of a
vampire photographer with a deadly artistic ambition in Laura Anne Gilman's "Exposure." The charm of the latter story lies in the delicious
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paradox that its vampire protagonist, a creature of darkness, is desirous
of capturing a sunrise on film.
Here, then, is Blood Thirst: 100 Years of Vampire Fiction, a collection
of vampire tales written in the century following Bram Stoker's Dracula.
Sometimes the tales are grotesque, sometimes sublime. Sometimes whimsical, and sometimes profound. The startling variety of the stories gathered
here is proof of the paradox that, though Stoker's fictional vampire could
cast no shadow, his literary shadow hovers over all the tales in this book.
Who'd have thought the old man had so much blood in him?

I

THE CLASSIC
ADVENTURE TALE

P

rior to literature of the twentieth century, vampires were depicted as
unrepentant monsters, heartless creatures of hell who threatened the
innocent and tested the courage of brave men and women. As the stories in this section show, there is still a lot of life left in such old-fashioned
fiends. Dracula remains the model for such adventure tales, pitting Dr. Van
Helsing and his hardy band of vampire-hunters against the seemingly unstoppable menace of the undying count. This type of conflict has been slavishly imitated ever since in inferior sequels and copies.
Still, several subsequent writers have crafted novels exploring ingenious
variations on this theme of heartless vampire and earnest foe. Progeny of
the Adder by Leslie H. Whitten (1965) updates the traditional adventure
tale, and gives it a new sense of contemporary verisimilitude, by changing
the hero to a big-city cop and disguising an old-fashioned vampire story
as a police procedural. Jeff Rice accomplished much of the same feat in
The Night Stalker (1973), which inspired two TV movies and a shortlived TV series about a spook-chasing reporter named Carl Kolchak. Stephen King's best-selling Salem's Lot (1975, excerpted in this volume) effectively transfers Stoker's plot to a small New England town. Necroscope
by Brian Lumley (1986) is a gleefully gory mixture of science fiction,
espionage, and full-blooded vampire fighting that has spawned at least
nine sequels and is still going strong. Other successful tales of Good versus
Undead Evil include The Light at the End by John Skipp and Craig Spector (1986) and Bloodletter by Warren Newton Beath (1994).
In these novels, and in the stories that follow, there is little of the moral
ambiguity seen in much of today's vampire fiction. The vampires are dastardly and dangerous, and the humans are resourceful and in peril.
Of these tales, Stephen King's vampire and his good-guy opponents follow
the Stoker formula most closely. In M. R. James's "Count Magnus," the
count is more a force than he is a person, but he is an evil force.
It is the sheer, fear-inspiring threat of supernatural evil that propels
these stories. The Classic Adventure Tale works now, as it did in Bram
Stoker's time, because it taps into our primal fear of blood-sucking creatures from beyond the grave.

LAFCADIO HEARN
(1850—1904)
Patricio Lafcadio Tessima Carlos Hearn, the great interpreter of Japanese culture to the Western world, was born in Greece and spent his
childhood in France, England, and Ireland. He was, for many years, a
journalist. Among his other literary achievements are his translations of
Theophile Gautier into English. Gautier, it will be remembered, is the
author of La Morte Amoureuse ("Amorous Love"), one of the finest vampire tales ever written.
Hearn began his career in America as a reporter for the Cincinnati
Enquirer and soon started, along with his friend Henry Farney, Ye Giglampz, a journal of social satire. The publication lasted for only a few
months, but Hearn went on to more successful writing ventures, including
Chita: A Memory of Last Island (1889), with which he made his mark
among American writers. His works are gathered in many posthumous
volumes, including Editorials (1926), Essays on American Literature
(1929), Barbarous Barbers and Other Stories (1939), and the sixteenvolume Writings of Lafcadio Hearn (1922).
From 1890 to 1894 Hearn lived in Japan, where he seems to have
found his spiritual home. Kwaidan (1904), Hearn's collection of Japanese
folktales and ghost stories, was the basis for Masaki Kobayashi's wonderful film of the same name (1964).
The tales in Kwaidan reflect the view that everything in the world,
living or not, is sentient and capable of exercising will, whether for good
or evil. It is a view we will see reflected in Algernon Blackwood's "The
Transfer." Hearn's tales are notable for their lucidity, for a simplicity of
narrative style that we tend to think of as "Japanese."
Here, in "The Story of Chugoro," the narrator assumes that supernatural creatures inhabit the natural world, and that they hunger to experience human life. Without reaching for psychological detail or intricate
plot development, the story, in the form of an allegory about a succubus,
describes what the ingredients are for unhappiness in love: a desiring man,
a beautiful and charming woman, and a difference between their two
natures so great that disaster is inevitable. Like other examples of the
Classic Adventure Tale, it is also an elemental tale of ordinary humanity
confronting a dangerous supernatural force.

THE STORY OF CHUGORO
A lone time ago there lived, in the Koishikawa quarter of
Yedo, a batamoto named Suzuki, whose yashiki was situated on the bank
of the Yedogawa, not far from the bridge called Naka-no-hashi. And
among the retainers of this Suzuki there was an ashigaru named Chugoro.
Chugoro was a handsome lad, very amiable and clever, and much liked
by his comrades.
For several years Chugoro remained in the service of Suzuki, conducting
himself so well that no fault was found with him. But at last the other
ashigaru discovered that Chugoro was in the habit of leaving the yashiki
every night, by way of the garden, and staying out until a little before
dawn. At first they said nothing to him about this strange behavior; for
his absences did not interfere with any regular duty, and were supposed
to be caused by some love-affair. But after a time he began to look pale
and weak; and his comrades, suspecting some serious folly, decided to
interfere. Therefore, one evening, just as he was about to steal away from
the house, an elderly retainer called him aside, and said:—
"Chugoro, my lad, we know that you go out every night and stay away
until early morning, and we have observed that you are looking unwell.
We fear that you are keeping bad company and injuring your health. And
unless you can give a good reason for your conduct, we shall think that
it is our duty to report this matter to the Chief Officer. In any case, since
we are your comrades and friends, it is but right that we should know
why you go out at night, contrary to the custom of this house."
Chugoro appeared to be very much embarrassed and alarmed by these
words. But after a short silence he passed into the garden, followed by
his comrade. When the two found themselves well out of hearing of the
rest, Chugoro stopped, and said:—
"I will now tell you everything; but I must entreat you to keep my
secret. If you repeat what I tell you, some great misfortune may befall me.
"It was in the early part of last spring—about five months ago—that I
first began to go out at night, on account of a love-affair. One evening,
when I was returning to the yashiki after a visit to my parents, I saw a
woman standing by the riverside, not far from the main gateway. She was
dressed like a person of high rank; and I thought it strange that a woman
so finely dressed should be standing there alone at such an hour. But I
did not think that I had any right to question her; and I was about to
pass her by, without speaking, when she stepped forward and pulled me
by the sleeve. Then I saw that she was very young and handsome. 'Will
you not walk with me as far as the bridge?' she said; 'I have something
to tell you.' Her voice was very soft and pleasant; and she smiled as she
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spoke; and her smile was hard to resist. So I walked with her toward the
bridge; and on the way she told me that she had often seen me going in
and out of the yashhiki, and had taken a fancy to me. 'I wish to have
you for my husband,' she said;—'if you can like me, we shall be able to
make each other very happy.' I did not know how to answer her; but I
thought her very charming. As we neared the bridge, she pulled my sleeve
again, and led me down the bank to the very edge of the river. 'Come in
with me,' she whispered, and pulled me toward the water. It is deep there,
as you know; and I became all at once afraid of her, and tried to turn
back. She smiled, and caught me by the wrist, and said, 'Oh, you must
never be afraid with me!' And, somehow, at the touch of her hand, I
became more helpless than a child. I felt like a person in a dream who
tries to run, and cannot move hand or foot. Into the deep water she
stepped, and drew me with her; and I neither saw nor heard nor felt
anything more until I found myself walking beside her through what
seemed to be a great palace, full of light. I was neither wet nor cold:
everything around me was dry and warm and beautiful. I could not understand where I was, nor how I had come there. The woman led me by the
hand: we passed through room after room,—through ever so many rooms,
all empty, but very fine,—until we entered into a guest-room of a thousand
mats. Before a great alcove, at the farther end, lights were burning, and
cushions laid as for a feast; but I saw no guests. She led me to the place
of honor, by the alcove, and seated herself in front of me, and said: 'This
is my home: do you think that you could be happy with me here?' As
she asked the question she smiled; and I thought that her smile was more
beautiful than anything else in the world; and out of my heart I answered,
'Yes. . . .' In the same moment I remembered the story of Urashima; and
I imagined that she might be the daughter of a god; but I feared to ask
her any questions. . . . Presently maid-servants came in, bearing rice-wine
and many dishes, which they set before us. Then she who sat before me
said: 'To-night shall be our bridal night, because you like me; and this is
our wedding-feast.' We pledged ourselves to each other for the time of
seven existences; and after the banquet we were conducted to a bridal
chamber, which had been prepared for us.
"It was yet early in the morning when she awoke me, and said: 'My
dear one, you are now indeed my husband. But for reasons which I cannot
tell you, and which you must not ask, it is necessary that our marriage
remain secret. To keep you here until daybreak would cost both of us
our lives. Therefore do not, I beg of you, feel displeased because I must
now send you back to the house of your lord. You can come to me tonight again, and every night hereafter, at the same hour that we first met.
Wait always for me by the bridge; and you will not have to wait long.
But remember, above all things, that our marriage must be a secret, and
that, if you talk about it, we shall probably be separated forever.'
"I promised to obey her in all things,—remembering the fate of Ura-
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shima,—and she conducted me through many rooms, all empty and beautiful, to the entrance. There she again took me by the wrist, and everything
suddenly became dark, and I knew nothing more until I found myself
standing alone on the river bank close to the Naka-no-hashi. When I got
back to the yashiki, the temple bells had not yet begun to ring.
"In the evening I went again to the bridge at the hour she had named,
and I found her waiting for me. She took me with her, as before into the
deep water, and into the wonderful place where we had passed our bridal
night. And every night, since then, I have met and parted from her in the
same way. To-night she will certainly be waiting for me, and I would
rather die than disappoint her: therefore I must go. . . . But let me again
entreat you, my friend, never to speak to any one about what I have
told you."
The elder ashigaru was surprised and alarmed by this story. He felt that
Chugoro had told him the truth; and the truth suggested unpleasant possibilities. Probably the whole experience was an illusion, and an illusion
produced by some evil power for a malevolent end. Nevertheless, if really
bewitched, the lad was rather to be pitied than blamed; and any forcible
interference would be likely to result in mischief. So the ashigaru answered kindly:—
"I shall never speak of what you have told me—never, at least, while
you remain alive and well. Go and meet the woman; but—beware of her!
I fear that you are being deceived by some wicked spirit."
Chugoro only smiled at the old man's warning, and hastened away.
Several hours later he reentered the yashiki, with a strangely dejected look.
"Did you meet her?" whispered his comrade. "No," replied Chugoro;
"she was not there. For the first time, she was not there. I think that she
will never meet me again. I did wrong to tell you;—I was very foolish to
break my promise. . . ." The other vainly tried to console him. Chugoro
lay down, and spoke no word more. He was trembling from head to foot,
as if he had caught a chill.
When the temple bells announced the hour of dawn, Chugoro tried to get
up, and fell back senseless. He was evidently sick,—deathly sick. A Chinese physician was summoned.
"Why, the man has no blood!" exclaimed the doctor, after a careful
examination;—"there is nothing but water in his veins! It will be very
difficult to save him. . . . What maleficence is this?"
Everything was done that could be done to save Chugoro's life—but in
vain. He died as the sun went down. Then his comrade related the
whole story.
"Ah! I might have suspected as much!" exclaimed the doctor. . . . "No
power could have saved him. He was not the first whom she destroyed."
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"Who is she?—or what is she?" the ashigaru asked,—"a Fox-Woman?"
"No; she has been haunting this river from ancient time. She loves the
blood of the young. . . ."
"A Serpent-Woman?—A Dragon-Woman?"
"No, no! If you were to see her under that bridge by daylight, she
would appear to you a very loathsome creature."
"But what kind of a creature?"
"Simply a Frog,—a great and ugly Frog!"

M. R. JAMES
(1862-1936)
Montague Rhodes James, a lifelong bachelor, was a master ghost-story
writer as well as a polyglot scholar, primarily of the medieval world. He
was for many years a fellow at Cambridge University in England until,
in 1914, he was elected provost of Eton.
Though he would not absolutely acknowledge a belief in ghosts, he nevertheless mastered the ghost-story genre. His best-known ghost stories are
"The Ash Tree," "Canon Alberic's Scrapbook," "Oh Whistle and I'll Come
to You, My Lad," and, of course, "Count Magnus," reprinted here. His collections include Ghost Stories of an Antiquary (1904), Collected Ghost Stories (1931), A Thin Ghost (1919), and A Warning to the Curious (1926).
In addition to his achievements as a ghost-story writer, James is important in the history of the horror literature genre because he was an early
appreciator of the talents of Sheridan Le Fanu, a collection of whose
stories (Madame Crowl's Ghost) he edited. Le Fanu was the author of
"Carmilla," an influential early vampire story.
Purists who think a vampire's diet is, by definition, liquid, may object
that "Count Magnus," who does not drink blood, is flying under false
colors in an anthology of vampire fiction. The objection is valid. My
two-part defense must be, first, that "Count Magnus" is such a splendid
example of James's masterful pseudorealistic ghost fiction that I could
not resist including it. Second, though the count does not drink blood,
he does, like every other vampire, suck away the life of his victims.
James's horror tales owe much of their effectiveness to the tension
he is able to create between his realistically described settings and the
supernatural events that take place there. In "Count Magnus" James
slowly, slowly lets his story meander from England to Stockholm, and
from there to Vestergothland. Gently, almost imperceptibly, our attention shifts from what would seem to be the protagonist, Mr. Wraxall,
to the Raback family history, and from that, finally, to Count Magnus himself.
"Count Magnus" borrows from Stoker the technique of keeping his
horrid creature offstage through most of his tale. The supernatural climax
of the story, told in the even tones of a scholarly narration and coming
after so many pages of unsurprising detail, is particularly horrible. As in
other tales of this nature, there is little attempt at metaphor or ambivalence or psychological complexity; the reader is simply meant to be frightened by the unhappy fate of an ordinary man who unwittingly falls prey
to a malevolent vampire.

COUNT MAGNUS
B
By what means the papers out of which I have made a connected story came into my hands is the last point which the reader will
learn from these pages. But it is necessary to prefix to my extracts from
them a statement of the form in which I possess them.
They consist, then, partly of a series of collections for a book of travels,
such a volume as was a common product of the forties and fifties. Horace
Marryat's Journal of a Residence in Jutland and the Danish Isles is a fair
specimen of the class to which I allude. These books usually treated of
some unknown district on the Continent. They were illustrated with
woodcuts or steel plates. They gave details of hotel accommodation and
of means of communication, such as we now expect to find in any wellregulated guide-book, and they dealt largely in reported conversations
with intelligent foreigners, racy innkeepers, and garrulous peasants. In a
word, they were chatty.
Begun with the idea of furnishing material for such a book, my papers
as they progressed assumed the character of a record of one single personal experience, and this record was continued up to the very eve, almost,
of its termination.
The writer was a Mr. Wraxall. For my knowledge of him I have to
depend entirely on the evidence his writings afford, and from these I
deduce that he was a man past middle age, possessed of some private
means, and very much alone in the world. He had, it seems, no settled
abode in England, but was a denizen of hotels and boarding-houses. It is
probable that he entertained the idea of settling down at some future time
which never came; and I think it also likely that the Pantechnicon fire in
the early seventies must have destroyed a great deal that would have
thrown light on his antecedents, for he refers once or twice to property
of his that was warehoused at that establishment.
It is further apparent that Mr. Wraxall had published a book, and that
it treated of a holiday he had once taken in Brittany. More than this I
cannot say about his work, because a diligent search in bibliographical
works has convinced me that it must have appeared either anonymously
or under a pseudonym.
As to his character, it is not difficult to form some superficial opinion.
He must have been an intelligent and cultivated man. It seems that he
was near being a Fellow of his college at Oxford—Brasenose, as I judge
from the Calendar. His besetting fault was pretty clearly that of overinquisitiveness, possibly a good fault in a traveler, certainly a fault for
which this traveler paid dearly enough in the end.
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On what proved to be his last expedition, he was plotting another book.
Scandinavia, a region not widely known to Englishmen forty years ago,
had struck him as an interesting field. He must have alighted on some old
books of Swedish history or memoirs, and the idea had struck him that
there was room for a book descriptive of travel in Sweden, interspersed
with episodes from the history of some of the great Swedish families. He
procured letters of introduction, therefore, to some persons of quality in
Sweden, and set out thither in the early summer of 1863.
Of his travels in the North there is no need to speak, nor of his residence
of some weeks in Stockholm. I need only mention that some savant resident there put him on the track of an important collection of family
papers belonging to the proprietors of an ancient manor-house in Vestergothland, and obtained for him permission to examine them.
The manor-house, or herrgard, in question is to be called Raback (pronounced something like Roebeck), though that is not its name. It is one
of the best buildings of its kind in all the country, and the picture of it
in Dahlenberg's Suecia antiqua et moderna, engraved in 1694, shows it
very much as the tourist may see it today. It was built soon after 1600,
and is, roughly speaking, very much like an English house of that period
in respect of material—red-brick with stone facings—and style. The man
who built it was a scion of the great house of De la Gardie, and his
descendants possess it still. De la Gardie is the name by which I will
designate them when mention of them becomes necessary.
They received Mr. Wraxall with great kindness and courtesy, and
pressed him to stay in the house as long as his researches lasted. But,
preferring to be independent, and mistrusting his powers of conversing in
Swedish, he settled himself at the village inn, which turned out quite
sufficiently comfortable, at any rate during the summer months. This arrangement would entail a short walk daily to and from the manor-house
of something under a mile. The house itself stood in a park, and was
protected—we should say grown up—with large old timber. Near it you
found the walled garden, and then entered a close wood fringing one of
the small lakes with which the whole country is pitted. Then came the
wall of the demesne, and you climbed a steep knoll—a knob of rock
lightly covered with soil—and on the top of this stood the church, fenced
in with tall dark trees. It was a curious building to English eyes. The nave
and aisles were low, and filled with pews and galleries. In the western
gallery stood the handsome old organ, gaily painted, and with silver pipes.
The ceiling was flat, and had been adorned by a seventeenth-century artist
with a strange and hideous "Last Judgment," full of lurid flames, falling
cities, burning ships, crying souls, and brown and smiling demons. Handsome brass coronae hung from the roof; the pulpit was like a doll's-house
covered with little painted wooden cherubs and saints; a stand with three
hour-glasses was hinged to the preacher's desk. Such sights as these may
be seen in many a church in Sweden now, but what distinguished this
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one was an addition to the original building. At the eastern end of the
north aisle the builder of the manor-house had erected a mausoleum for
himself and his family. It was a largish eight-sided building, lighted by a
series of oval windows, and it had a domed roof, topped by a kind of
pumpkin-shaped object rising into a spire, a form in which Swedish architects greatly delighted. The roof was of copper externally, and was painted
black, while the walls, in common with those of the church, were staringly
white. To this mausoleum there was no access from the church. It had a
portal and steps of its own on the northern side.
Past the churchyard the path to the village goes, and not more than
three or four minutes bring you to the inn door.
On the first day of his stay at Raback Mr. Wraxall found the church
door open, and made these T of the interior which I have epitomized.zed
Into the mausoleum, however, he could not make his way. He could by
looking through the keyhole just descry that there were fine marble effigies
and sarcophagi of copper, and a wealth of armorial ornament, which
made him very anxious to spend some time in investigation.
The papers he had come to examine at the manor-house proved to be
of just the kind he wanted for his book. There were family correspondence, journals, and account-books of the earliest owners of the estate,
very carefully kept and clearly written, full of amusing and picturesque
detail. The first De la Gardie appeared in them as a strong and capable
man. Shortly after the building of the mansion there had been a period
of distress in the district, and the peasants had risen and attacked several
chateaux and done some damage. The owner of Raback took a leading
part in suppressing the trouble, and there was reference to executions of
ring-leaders and severe punishments inflicted with no sparing hand.
The portrait of this Magnus de la Gardie was one of the best in the
house, and Mr. Wraxall studied it with no little interest after his day's
work. He gives no detailed description of it, but I gather that the face
impressed him rather by its power than by its beauty or goodness; in fact,
he writes that Count Magnus was an almost phenomenally ugly man.
On this day Mr. Wraxall took his supper with the family, and walked
back in the late but still bright evening.
"I must remember," he writes, "to ask the sexton if he can let me into
the mausoleum at the church. He evidently has access to it himself, for I
saw him tonight standing on the steps, and, as I thought, locking or
unlocking the door."
I find that early on the following day Mr. Wraxall had some conversation with his landlord. His setting it down at such length as he does
surprised me at first; but I soon realized that the papers I was reading
were, at least in their beginning, the materials for the book he was meditating, and that it was to have been one of those quasi-journalistic productions which admit of the introduction of an admixture of conversational
matter.
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His object, he says, was to find out whether any traditions of Count
Magnus de la Gardie lingered on in the scenes of that gentleman's activity,
and whether the popular estimate of him were favorable or not. He found
that the Count was decidedly not a favorite. If his tenants came late to
their work on the days which they owed to him as Lord of the Manor,
they were set on the wooden horse, or flogged and branded in the manorhouse yard. One or two cases there were of man who had occupied lands
which encroached on the lord's domain, and whose houses had been mysteriously burnt on a winter's night, with the whole family inside. But what
seemed to dwell on the innkeeper's mind most—for he returned to the
subject more than once—was that the Count had been on the Black Pilgrimage, and had brought something or someone back with him.
You will naturally inquire, as Mr. Wraxall did, what the Black Pilgrimage may have been. But your curiosity on the point must remain unsatisfied for the time being, just as his did. The landlord was evidently
unwilling to give a full answer, or indeed any answer, on the point, and,
being called out for a moment, trotted out with obvious alacrity, only
putting his head in at the door a few minutes afterwards to say that he
was called away to Skara, and should not be back till evening.
So Mr. Wraxall had to go unsatisfied to his day's work at the manorhouse. The papers on which he was just then engaged soon put his
thoughts into another channel, for he had to occupy himself with glancing
over the correspondence between Sophia Albertina in Stockholm and her
married cousin Ulrica Leonora at Raback in the years 1705-10. The letters
were of exceptional interest from the light they threw upon the culture of
that period in Sweden, as anyone can testify who has read the full edition
of them in the publications of the Swedish Historical Manuscripts
Commission.
In the afternoon he had done with these, and after returning the boxes
in which they were kept to their places on the shelf, he proceeded, very
naturally, to take down some of the volumes nearest to them, in order to
determine which of them had best be his principal subject of investigation
next day. The shelf he had hit upon was occupied mostly by a collection
of account-books in the writing of the first Count Magnus. But one among
them was not an account-book, but a book of alchemical and other tracts
in another sixteenth-century hand. Not being very familiar with alchemical
literature, Mr. Wraxall spends much space which he might have spared
in setting out the names and beginnings of the various treatises: The book
of the Phoenix, book of the Thirty Words, book of the Toad, book of
Miriam, Turba philosophorum, and so forth; and then he announces with
a good deal of circumstance his delight at finding, on a leaf originally left
blank near the middle of the book, some writing of Count Magnus himself
headed "Liber nigrae peregrinationis." It is true that only a few lines were
written, but there was quite enough to show that the landlord had that
morning been referring to a belief at least as old as the time of Count
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Magnus, and probably shared by him. This is the English of what was
written:
"If any man desires to obtain a long life, if he would obtain a faithful
messenger and see the blood of his enemies, it is necessary that he should
first go into the city of Chorazin, and there salute the prince . . . " Here
there was an erasure of one word, not very thoroughly done, so that Mr.
Wraxall felt pretty sure that he was right in reading it as aeris ("of the
air"). But there was no more of the text copied, only a line in Latin:
Quaere reliqua hujus materiei inter secretiora. (See the rest of this matter
among the more private things.)
It could not be denied that this threw a rather lurid light upon the
tastes and beliefs of the Count; but to Mr. Wraxall, separated from him
by nearly three centuries, the thought that he might have added to his
general forcefulness alchemy, and to alchemy something like magic, only
made him a more picturesque figure, and when, after a rather prolonged
contemplation of his picture in the hall, Mr. Wraxall set out on his homeward way, his mind was full of the thought of Count Magnus. He had
no eyes for his surroundings, no perception of the evening scents of the
woods or the evening light on the lake; and when all of a sudden he
pulled up short, he was astonished to find himself already at the gate of
the churchyard, and within a few minutes of his dinner. His eyes fell on
the mausoleum.
"Ah," he said, "Count Magnus, there you are. I should dearly like to
see you."
"Like many solitary men," he writes, "I have a habit of talking to
myself aloud; and, unlike some of the Greek and Latin particles, I do not
expect an answer. Certainly, and perhaps fortunately in this case, there
was neither voice nor any that regarded: only the woman who, I suppose,
was cleaning up the church, dropped some metallic object on the floor,
whose clang startled me. Count Magnus, I think, sleeps sound enough."
That same evening the landlord of the inn, who had heard Mr. Wraxall
say that he wished to see the clerk or deacon (as he would be called in
Sweden) of the parish, introduced him to that official in the inn parlor.
A visit to the De la Gardie tomb-house was soon arranged for the next
day, and a little general conversation ensued.
Mr. Wraxall, remembering that one function of Scandinavian deacons
is to teach candidates for Confirmation, thought he would refresh his own
memory on a Biblical point.
"Can you tell me," he said, "anything about Chorazin?"
The deacon seemed startled, but readily reminded him how that village
had once been denounced.
"To be sure," said Mr. Wraxall; "it is, I suppose, quite a ruin now?"
"So I expect," replied the deacon. "I have heard some of our old priests
say that Antichrist is to be born there; and there are tales—"
"Ah! what tales are those?" Mr. Wraxall put in.
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"Tales, I was going to say, which I have forgotten," said the deacon;
and soon after that he said good night.
The landlord was now alone, and at Mr. Wraxall's mercy; and that
inquirer was not inclined to spare him.
"Herr Nielsen," he said, "I have found out something about the Black
Pilgrimage. You may as well tell me what you know. What did the Count
bring back with him?"
Swedes are habitually slow, perhaps, in answering, or perhaps the landlord was an exception. I am not sure; but Mr. Wraxall notes that the
landlord spent at least one minute in looking at him before he said anything at all. Then he came close up to his guest, and with a good deal of
effort he spoke:
"Mr. Wraxall, I can tell you this one little tale, and no more—not any
more. You must not ask anything when I have done. In my grandfather's
time—that is, ninety-two years ago—there were two men who said: 'The
Count is dead; we do not care for him. We will go tonight and have a
free hunt in his wood'—the long wood on the hill that you have seen
behind Raback. Well, those that heard them say this, they said: 'No, do
not go; we are sure you will meet with persons walking who should not
be walking. They should be resting, not walking.' These men laughed.
There were no forest-men to keep the wood, because no one wished to
live there. The family were not here at the house. These men could do
what they wished.
"Very well, they go to the wood that night. My grandfather was sitting
here in this room. It was the summer, and a light night. With the window
open, he could see out to the wood, and hear.
"So he sat there, and two or three men with him, and they listened. At
first they hear nothing at all; then they hear someone—you know how
far away it is—they hear someone scream, just as if the most inside part
of his soul was twisted out of him. All of them in the room caught hold
of each other, and they sat so for three-quarters of an hour. Then they
hear someone else, only about three hundred ells off. They hear him laugh
out loud: it was not one of those two men that laughed, and, indeed, they
have all of them said that it was not any man at all. After that they hear
a great door shut.
"Then, when it was just light with the sun, they all went to the priest.
They said to him:
" 'Father, put on your gown and your ruff, and come to bury these
men, Anders Bjornsen and Hans Thorbjorn.'
"You understand that they were sure these men were dead. So they
went to the wood—my grandfather never forgot this. He said they were
all like so many dead men themselves. The priest, too, he was in a white
fear. He said when they came to him:
" 'I heard one cry in the night, and I heard one laugh afterwards. If I
cannot forget that, I shall not be able to sleep again.'
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"So they went to the wood, and they found these men on the edge of
the wood. Hans Thorbjorn was standing with his back against a tree, and
all the time he was pushing with his hands—pushing something away
from him which was not there. So he was not dead. And they led him
away, and took him to the house at Nykjoping, and he died before the
winter; but he went on pushing with his hands. Also Anders Bjornsen was
there; but he was dead. And I tell you this about Anders Bjornsen, that
he was once a beautiful man, but now his face was not there, because
the flesh of it was sucked away off the bones. You understand that? My
grandfather did not forget that. And they laid him on the bier which they
brought, and they put a cloth over his head, and the priest walked before;
and they began to sing the psalm for the dead as well as they could. So,
as they were singing the end of the first verse, one fell down, who was
carrying the head of the bier, and the others looked back, and they saw
that the cloth had fallen off, and the eyes of Anders Bjornsen were looking
up, because there was nothing to close over them. And this they could
not bear. Therefore the priest laid the cloth upon him, and sent for a
spade, and they buried him in that place."
The next day Mr. Wraxall records that the deacon called for him soon
after his breakfast, and took him to the church and mausoleum. He noticed that the key of the latter was hung on a nail just by the pulpit, and
it occurred to him that, as the church door seemed to be left unlocked as
a rule, it would not be difficult for him to pay a second and more private
visit to the monuments if there proved to be more of interest among them
than could be digested at first. The building, when he entered it, he found
not unimposing. The monuments, mostly large erections of the seventeenth
and eighteenth centuries, were dignified if luxuriant, and the epitaphs and
heraldry were copious. The central space of the domed room was occupied
by three copper sarcophagi, covered with finely-engraved ornament. Two
of them had, as is commonly the case in Denmark and Sweden, a large
metal crucifix on the lid. The third, that of Count Magnus, as it appeared,
had, instead of that, a full-length effigy engraved upon it, and round the
edge were several bands of similar ornament representing various scenes.
One was a battle, with cannon belching out smoke, and walled towns,
and troops of pikemen. Another showed an execution. In a third, among
trees, was a man running at full speed, with flying hair and outstretched
hands. After him followed a strange form; it would be hard to say whether
the artist had intended it for a man, and was unable to give the requisite
similitude, or whether it was intentionally made as monstrous as it looked.
In view of the skill with which the rest of the drawing was done, Mr.
Wraxall felt inclined to adopt the latter idea. The figure was unduly short,
and was for the most part muffled in a hooded garment which swept the
ground. The only part of the form which projected from that shelter was
not shaped like any hand or arm. Mr. Wraxall compares it to the tentacle
of a devil-fish, and continues: "On seeing this, I said to myself, 'This,
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then, which is evidently an allegorical representation of some kind—a
fiend pursuing a hunted soul—may be the origin of the story of Count
Magnus and his mysterious companion. Let us see how the huntsman is
pictured: doubtless it will be a demon blowing his horn.' " But, as it
turned out, there was no such sensational figure, only the semblance of a
cloaked man on a hillock, who stood leaning on a stick, and watching
the hunt with an interest which the engraver had tried to express in his
attitude.
Mr. Wraxall noted the finely-worked and massive steel padlocks—three
in number—which secured the sarcophagus. One of them, he saw, was
detached, and lay on the pavement. And then, unwilling to delay the
deacon longer or to waste his own working-time, he made his way onward
to the manor-house.
"It is curious," he notes, "how, on retracing a familiar path, one's
thoughts engross one to the absolute exclusion of surrounding objects.
Tonight, for the second time, I had entirely failed to notice where I was
going (I had planned a private visit to the tomb-house to copy the epitaphs), when I suddenly, as it were, awoke to consciousness, and found
myself (as before) turning in at the churchyard gate, and, I believe, singing
or chanting some such words as, 'Are you awake, Count Magnus? Are
you asleep, Count Magnus?' and then something more which I have failed
to recollect. It seemed to me that I must have been behaving in this
nonsensical way for some time."
He found the key of the mausoleum where he had expected to find it,
and copied the greater part of what he wanted; in fact, he stayed until
the light began to fail him.
"I must have been wrong," he writes, "in saying that one of the padlocks of my Count's sarcophagus was unfastened; I see tonight that two
are loose. I picked both up, and laid them carefully on the window-ledge,
after trying unsuccessfully to close them. The remaining one is still firm,
and, though I take it to be a spring lock, I cannot guess how it is opened.
Had I succeeded in undoing it, I arn almost afraid I should have taken
the liberty of opening the sarcophagus. It is strange, the interest I feel in
the personality of this, I fear, somewhat ferocious and grim old noble."
The day following was, as it turned out, the last of Mr. Wraxall's stay
at Raback. He received letters connected with certain investments which
made it desirable that he should return to England; his work among the
papers was practically done, and traveling was slow. He decided, therefore, to make his farewells, put some finishing touches to his notes, and
be off.
These finishing touches and farewells, as it turned out, took more time
than he had expected. The hospitable family insisted on his staying to
dine with them—they dined at three—and it was verging on half past six
before he was outside the iron gates of Raback. He dwelt on every step
of his walk by the lake, determined to saturate himself, now that he trod
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it for the last time, in the sentiment of the place and hour. And when he
reached the summit of the churchyard knoll, he lingered for many minutes,
gazing at the limitless prospect of woods near and distant, all dark beneath
a sky of liquid green. When at last he turned to go, the thought struck
him that surely he must bid farewell to Count Magnus as well as the rest
of the De la Gardies. The church was but twenty yards away, and he
knew where the key of the mausoleum hung. It was not long before he
was standing over the great copper coffin, and, as usual, talking to himself
aloud: "You may have been a bit of a rascal in your time, Magnus," he
was saying, "but for all that I should like to see you, or, rather—"
"Just at that instant," he says, "I felt a blow on my foot. Hastily enough
I drew it back, and something fell on the pavement with a clash. It was the
third, the last of the three padlocks which had fastened the sarcophagus. I
stooped to pick it up, and—Heaven is my witness that I am writing only
the bare truth—before I had raised myself there was a sound of metal
hinges creaking, and I distinctly saw the lid shifting upwards. I may have
behaved like a coward, but I could not for my life stay for one moment.
I was outside that dreadful building in less time than I can write—almost
as quickly as I could have said—the words; and what frightens me yet
more, I could not turn the key in the lock. As I sit here in my room
noting these facts, I ask myself (it was not twenty minutes ago) whether
that noise of creaking metal continued, and I cannot tell whether it did
or not. I only know that there was something more than I have written
that alarmed me, but whether it was sound or sight I am not able to
remember. What is this that I have done?"
Poor Mr. Wraxall! He set out on his journey to England on the next day,
as he had planned, and he reached England in safety; and yet, as I gather
from his changed hand and inconsequent jottings, a broken man. One of
the several small note-books that have come to me with his papers gives,
not a key to, but a kind of inkling of, his experiences. Much of his journey
was made by canal-boat, and I find not less than six painful attempts to
enumerate and describe his fellow-passengers. The entries are of this kind:
24. Pastor of village in Skane. Usual black coat and soft black hat.
25. Commercial traveler from Stockholm going to Trollhattan. Black
cloak, brown hat.
26. Man in long black cloak, broad-leafed hat, very old-fashioned.
This entry is lined out, and a note added: "Perhaps identical with No.
13. Have not yet seen his face." On referring to No. 13, I find that he is
a Roman priest in a cassock.
The net result of the reckoning is always the same. Twenty-eight people
appear in the enumeration, one being always a man in a long black cloak
and broad hat, and the other a "short figure in dark cloak and hood."
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On the other hand, it is always noted that only twenty-six passengers
appear at meals, and that the man in the cloak is perhaps absent, and the
short figure is certainly absent.
On reaching England, it appears that Mr. Wraxall landed at Harwich,
and that he resolved at once to put himself out of the reach of some
person or persons whom he never specifies, but whom he had evidently
come to regard as his pursuers. Accordingly he took a vehicle—it was a
closed fly—not trusting the railway and drove across country to the village
of Belchamp St. Paul. It was about nine o'clock on a moonlight August
night when he neared the place. He was sitting forward, and looking out
of the window at the fields and tickets—there was little else to be seen—
racing past him. Suddenly he came to a cross-road. At the corner two
figures were standing motionless; both were in dark cloaks; the taller one
wore a hat, the shorter a hood. He had no time to see their faces, nor
did they make any motion that he could discern. Yet the horse shied
violently and broke into a gallop, and Mr. Wraxall sank back into his
seat in something like desperation. He had seen them before.
Arrived at Belchamp St. Paul, he was fortunate enough to find a decent
furnished lodging, and for the next twenty-four hours he lived, comparatively speaking, in peace. His last notes were written on this day. They are
too disjointed and ejaculatory to be given here in full, but the substance of
them is clear enough. He is expecting a visit from his pursuers—how or
when he knows not—and his constant cry is "What has he done?" and
"Is there no hope?" Doctors, he knows, would call him mad, policemen
would laugh at him. The parson is away. What can he do but lock his
door and cry to God?
People still remember last year at Belchamp St. Paul how a strange
gentleman came one evening in August years back; and how the next
morning but one he was found dead, and there was an inquest; and the
jury that viewed the body fainted, seven of 'em did, and none of 'em
wouldn't speak to what they see, and the verdict was visitation of God;
and how the people as kep' the 'ouse moved out that same week, and went
away from that part. But they do not, I think, know that any glimmer of
light has ever been thrown, or could be thrown, on the mystery. It so
happened that last year the little house came into my hands as part of a
legacy. It had stood empty since 1863, and there seemed no prospect of
letting it; so I had it pulled down, and the papers of which I have given
you an abstract were found in a forgotten cupboard under the window
in the best bedroom.

F. MARION CRAWFORD
(1854-1909)
Francis Marion Crawford was born in Italy, and was raised both there
and in America. The son of a sculptor father and a novelist mother, he
was educated in Italy and at Cambridge University. In 1879 he went to
Allahabad, India, to edit the Indian Herald. Crawford then traveled to
the United States to seek work in the literary field with the aid of his
uncle Samuel Ward, a famous gourmet and lobbyist. He later chose to
live in Italy, but remained a U.S. citizenCrawford's stay in India provided the inspiration for Mr. Isaacs: A Tale
of Modern India (1882), the story of a diamond merchant whose sale of
a unique stone brings protest from Britain. This was his first novel, and
it marked the beginning of a prosperous career. Crawford's popularity
with his readers has often been overlooked by critics, mostly due to the
fact that his career coincided with those of Mark Twain and Henry James.
Readers of the time, however, seemed to prefer his vivid characterizations
and settings to the "masters' " work. All forty-five of his novels were bestsellers, as were the three collected editions of his work.
Crawford also ventured into other literary genres, and was a critic,
lecturer, playwright, and historian. One of the most important nonfiction
works he authored was The Novel: What It Is (1893), in which he stated
his belief that the purpose of most novels should be to amuse the reader
from an intellectual standpoint, not to be instructional. This was a point
of contention between himself and other novelists of his day, including
'William Dean Howells, and was commonly misinterpreted to mean that
novels should be entertainment and nothing more.
His best works are set in the Italy he loved, including Saracinesca
(1887), Sant' Ilario (1889), and Don Orsino (1892), part of a series about
the effect of social change on an Italian family during the late 1800s. He
also wrote many unforgettable short stories, among them "The Upper
Berth" (1894), "The Screaming Skull" (1911), and the story reprinted
here, "For the Blood Is the Life" (1911).
The latter stretches the boundaries of the Classic Adventure Tale by providing a measure of sympathy for its vampire. Its undead revenant, Christina, starts out as an innocent gypsy girl cruelly murdered through no fault
of her own. Although she did not ask for her fate, the now-vampiric Christina poses just as much a threat as any other traditional vampire.

FOR THE BLOOD IS
THE LIFE
We had dined at sunset on the broad roof of the old tower,
because it was cooler there during the great heat of summer. Besides, the
little kitchen was built at one corner of the great square platform, which
made it more convenient than if the dishes had to be carried down the
steep stone steps, broken in places and everywhere worn with age. The
tower was one of those built all down the west coast of Calabria by
the Emperor Charles V early in the sixteenth century, to keep off the Barbary
pirates, when the unbelievers were allied with Francis I against the Emperor
and the Church. They have gone to ruin, a few still stand intact, and mine
is one of the largest. How it came into my possession ten years ago, and
why I spend a part of each year in it, are matters which do not concern
this tale. The tower stands in one of the loneliest spots in southern Italy,
at the extremity of a curving rocky promontory, which forms a small but
safe natural harbor at the southern extremity of the Gulf of Policastro,
and just north of Cape Scalea, the birthplace of Judas Iscariot, according
to the old local legend. The tower stands alone on this hooked spur of
the rock, and there is not a house to be seen within three miles of it.
When 1 go there I take a couple of sailors, one of whom is a fair cook,
and when I am away it is in charge of a gnomelike little being who was
once a miner and who attached himself to me long ago.
My friend, who sometimes visits me in my summer solitude, is an artist
by profession, a Scandinavian by birth, and a cosmopolitan by force of
circumstances. We had dined at sunset; the sunset glow had reddened and
faded again, and the evening purple steeped the vast chain of the mountains that embrace the deep gulf to eastward and rear themselves higher
and higher toward the south. It was hot, and we sat at the landward
corner of the platform, waiting for the night breeze to come down from
the lower hills. The color sank out of the air, there was a little interval
of deep-gray twilight, and a lamp sent a yellow streak from the open door
of the kitchen, where the men were getting their supper.
Then the moon rose suddenly above the crest of the promontory, flooding the platform and lighting up every little spur of rock and knoll of
grass below us, down to the edge of the motionless water. My friend
lighted his pipe and sat looking at a spot on the hillside. 1 knew that he
was looking at it, and for a long time past I had wondered whether he
would ever see anything there that would fix his attention. I knew that
spot well. It was clear that he was interested at last, though it was a long
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time before he spoke. Like most painters, he trusts to his own eyesight,
as a lion trusts his strength and a stag his speed, and he is always disturbed
when he cannot reconcile what he sees with what he believes that he
ought to see.
"It's strange," he said. "Do you see that little mound just on this side
of the boulder?"
"Yes," I said, and I guessed what was coming.
"It looks like a grave," observed Holger.
"Very true. It does look like a grave."
"Yes," continued my friend, his eyes still fixed on the spot. "But the
strange thing is that I see the body lying on the top of it. Of course,"
continued Holger, turning his head on one side as artists do, "it must be
an effect of light. In the first place, it is not a grave at all. Secondly, if it
were, the body would be inside and not outside. Therefore, it's an effect
of the moonlight. Don't you see it?"
"Perfectly; I always see it on moonlight nights."
"It doesn't seem to interest you much," said Holger.
"On the contrary, it does interest me, though I am used to it. You're
not so far wrong, either. The mound is really a grave."
"Nonsense!" cried Holger, incredulously. "I suppose you'll tell me what
I see lying on it is really a corpse!"
"No," I answered, "it's not. I know, because I have taken the trouble
to go down and see."
"Then what is it?" asked Holger.
"It's nothing."
"You mean that it's an effect of light, I suppose?"
"Perhaps it is. But the inexplicable part of the matter is that it makes
no difference whether the moon is rising or setting, or waxing or waning.
If there's any moonlight at all, from east or west or overhead, so long as
it shines on the grave you can see the outline of the body on top."
Holger stirred up his pipe with the point of his knife, and then used
his finger for a stopper. When the tobacco burned well he rose from
his chair.
"If you don't mind," he said, "I'll go down and take a look at it."
He left me, crossed the roof, and disappeared down the dark steps. I
did not move, but sat looking down until he came out of the tower below.
I heard him humming an old Danish song as he crossed the open space
in the bright moonlight, going straight to the mysterious mound. When
he was ten paces from it, Holger stopped short, made two steps forward,
and then three or four backward, and then stopped again. I knew what
that meant. He had reached the spot where the Thing ceased to be visible—where, as he would have said, the effect of light changed.
Then he went on till he reached the mound and stood upon it. I could
see the Thing still, but it was no longer lying down; it was on its knees
now, winding its white arms round Holger's body and looking up into
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his face. A cool breeze stirred my hair at that moment, as the night
wind began to come down from the hills, but it felt like a breath from
another world.
The Thing seemed to be trying to climb to its feet, helping itself up by
Holger's body while he stood upright, quite unconscious of it and apparently looking toward the tower, which is very picturesque when the moonlight falls upon it on that side.
"Come along!" I shouted. "Don't stay there all night!"
It seemed to me that he moved reluctantly as he stepped from the
mound, or else with difficulty. That was it. The Thing's arms were still
round his waist, but its feet could not leave the grave. As he came slowly
forward it was drawn and lengthened like a wreath of mist, thin and
white, till I saw distinctly that Holger shook himself, as a man does who
feels a chill. At the same instant a little wail of pain came to me on the
breeze—it might have been the cry of the small owl that lives among the
rocks-—and the misty presence floated swiftly back from Holger's advancing figure and lay once more at its length upon the mound.
Again I felt the cool breeze in my hair, and this time an icy thrill of
dread ran down my spine. I remembered very well that I had once gone
down there alone in the moonlight; that presently, being near, I had seen
nothing; that, like Holger, I had gone and had stood upon the mound;
and I remembered how, when I came back sure that there was nothing
there, I had felt the sudden conviction that there was something after all
if I would only look behind me. I remembered the strong temptation to
look back, a temptation I had resisted as unworthy of a man of sense,
until, to get rid of it, I had shaken myself just as Holger did.
And now I knew that those white, misty arms had been round me too;
I knew it in a flash, and I shuddered as I remembered that 1 had heard
the night owl then too. But it had not been the night owl. It was the cry
of the Thing.
I refilled my pipe and poured out a cup of strong southern wine; in less
than a minute Holger was seated beside me again.
"Of course there's nothing there," he said, "but it's creepy, all the same.
Do you know, when I was coming back I was so sure that there was
something behind me that I wanted to turn round and look? It was an
effort not to."
He laughed a little, knocked the ashes out of his pipe, and poured
himself out some wine. For a while neither of us spoke, and the moon
rose higher, and we both looked at the Thing that lay on the mound.
"You might make a story about that," said Holger after a long time.
"There is one," 1 answered. "If you're not sleepy, I'll tell it to you."
"Go ahead," said Holger, who likes stories.
Old Alario was dying up there in the village behind the hill. You remember him, I have no doubt. They say that he made his money by selling
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sham jewelry in South America, and escaped with his gains when he was
found out. Like all those fellows, if they bring anything back with them,
he at once set to work to enlarge his house; and, as there are no masons
here, he sent all the way to Paola for two workmen. They were a roughlooking pair of scoundrels—a Neapolitan who had lost one eye and a
Sicilian with an old scar half an inch deep across his left cheek. I often
saw them, for on Sundays they used to come down here and fish off the
rocks. When Alario caught the fever that killed him the masons were still
at work. As he had agreed that part of their pay should be their board
and lodging, he made them sleep in the house. His wife was dead, and
he had an only son called Angelo, who was a much better sort than
himself. Angelo was to marry the daughter of the richest man in the
village, and, strange to say, though the marriage was arranged by their
parents, the young people were said to be in love with each other.
For that matter, the whole village was in love with Angelo, and among
the rest a wild, good-looking creature called Cristina, who was more like
a gypsy than any girl 1 ever saw about here. She had very red lips and
very black eyes, she was built like a greyhound, and had the tongue of
the devil. But Angelo did not care a straw for her. He was rather a simpleminded fellow, quite different from his old scoundrel of a father, and
under what I should call normal circumstances I really believe that he
would never have looked at any girl except the nice plump little creature,
with a fat dowry, whom his father meant him to marry. But things turned
up which were neither normal nor natural.
On the other hand, a very handsome young shepherd from the hills
above Maratea was in love with Cristina, who seems to have been quite
indifferent to him. Cristina had no regular means of subsistence, but she
was a good girl and willing to do any work or go on errands to any
distance for the sake of a loaf of bread or a mess of beans, and permission
to sleep under cover. She was especially glad when she could get something to do about the house of Angelo's father. There is no doctor in the
village, and when the neighbors saw that old Alario was dying they sent
Cristina to Scalea to fetch one. That was late in the afternoon, and if they
had waited so long, it was because the dying miser refused to allow any
such extravagance while he was able to speak. But while Cristina was
gone, matters grew rapidly worse, the priest was brought to the bedside,
and when he had done what he could he gave it as his opinion to the
bystanders that the old man was dead, and left the house.
You know these people. They have a physical horror of death. Until
the priest spoke, the room had been full of people. The words were hardly
out of his mouth before it was empty. It was night now. They hurried
down the dark steps and out into the street.
Angelo was away, Cristina had not come back—the simple woman
servant who had nursed the sick man fled with the rest, and the body
was left alone in the flickering light of the earthen oil lamp.
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Five minutes later two men looked in cautiously and crept forward
toward the bed. They were the one-eyed Neapolitan mason and his Sicilian
companion. They knew what they wanted. In a moment they had dragged
from under the bed a small but heavy iron-bound box, and long before
any one thought of coming back to the dead man they had left the house
and the village under cover of the darkness. It was easy enough, for
Alario's house is the last toward the gorge which leads down here, and
the thieves merely went out by the back door, got over the stone wall,
and had nothing to risk after that except the possibility of meeting some
belated countryman, which was very small indeed, since few of the people
use that path. They had a mattock and shovel, and they made their way
here without accident.
I am telling you this story as it must have happened, for, of course,
there were no witnesses to this part of it. The men brought the box down
by the gorge, intending to bury it until they should be able to come back
and take it away in a boat. They must have been clever enough to guess
that some of the money would be in paper notes, for they would otherwise
have buried it on the beach in the wet sand, where it would have been
much safer. But the paper would have rotted if they had been obliged to
leave it there long, so they dug their hole down there, close to that boulder. Yes, just where the mound is now.
Cristina did not find the doctor in Scalea, for he had been sent for from
a place up the valley, halfway to San Domenico. If she had found him,
he would have come on his mule by the upper road, which is smoother
but much longer. But Cristina took the short cut by the rocks, which
passes about fifty feet above the mound, and goes round that corner. The
men were digging when she passed, and she heard them at work. It would
not have been like her to go by without finding out what the noise was,
for she was never afraid of anything in her life, and, besides, the fishermen
sometimes came ashore here at night to get a stone for an anchor or to
gather sticks to make a little fire. The night was dark, and Cristina probably came close to the two men before she could see what they were doing.
She knew them, of course, and they knew her, and understood instantly
that they were in her power. There was only one thing to be done for
their safety, and they did it. They knocked her on the head, they dug the
hole deep, and they buried her quickly with the iron-bound chest. They
must have understood that their only chance of escaping suspicion lay in
getting back to the village before their absence was noticed, for they
returned immediately, and were found half an hour later gossiping quietly
with the man who was making Alario's coffin. He was a crony of theirs,
and had been working at the repairs in the old man's house. So far as I
have been able to make out, the only persons who were supposed to
know where Alario kept his treasure were Angelo and the one woman
servant I have mentioned. Angelo was away; it was the woman who
discovered the theft.
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It is easy enough to understand why no one else knew where the money
was. The old man kept his door locked and the key in his pocket when
he was out, and did not let the woman enter to clean the place unless he
was there himself. The whole village knew that he had money somewhere,
however, and the masons had probably discovered the whereabouts of
the chest by climbing in at the window in his absence. If the old man had
not been delirious until he lost consciousness, he would have been in
frightful agony of mind for his riches. The faithful woman servant forgot
their existence only for a few moments when she fled with the rest, overcome by the horror of death. Twenty minutes had not passed before she
returned with the two hideous old hags who are always called in to
prepare the dead for burial. Even then she had not at first the courage to
go near the bed with them, but she made a pretense of dropping something, went down on her knees as if to find it, and looked under the
bedstead. The walls of the room were newly whitewashed down to the
floor, and she saw at a glance that the chest was gone. It had been there
in the afternoon, it had therefore been stolen in the short interval since
she had left the room.
There are no carabineers stationed in the village; there is not so much
as a municipal watchman, for there is no municipality. There never was
such a place, I believe. Scalea is supposed to look after it in some mysterious way, and it takes a couple of hours to get anybody from there. As
the old woman had lived in the village all her life, it did not even occur
to her to apply to any civil authority for help. She simply set up a howl
and ran through the village in the dark, screaming out that her dead
master's house had been robbed. Many of the people looked out, but at
first no one seemed inclined to help her. Most of them, judging her by
themselves, whispered to each other that she had probably stolen the
money herself. The first man to move was the father of the girl whom
Angelo was to marry; having collected his household, all of whom felt a
personal interest in the wealth which was to have come into the family,
he declared it to be his opinion that the chest had been stolen by the two
journeyman masons who lodged in the house. He headed a search for
them, which naturally began in Alario's house and ended in the carpenter's
workshop, where the thieves were found discussing a measure of wine
with the carpenter over the half-finished coffin, by the light of one earthen
lamp filled with oil and tallow. The search party at once accused the
delinquents of the crime, and threatened to lock them up in the cellar till
the carabineers could be fetched from Scalea. The two men looked at each
other for one moment, and then without the slightest hesitation they put
out the single light, seized the unfinished coffin between them, and using
it as a sort of battering ram, dashed upon their assailants in the dark. In
a few moments they were beyond pursuit.
That is the end of the first part of the story. The treasure had disappeared, and as no trace of it could be found the people naturally supposed

